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Protocol References External links Category:Computer peripheralsQ: How does "had stopped to shoot on her own brother" work in the following sentence? May I ask how to understand the structure of the following sentence? What had stopped to shoot on her own brother? A: It's simply an example of a 'inversion' in which a simple sentence is modified by a complex one (i.e. a PP-* structure).

"What's...?" is a standard form of a yes-no question in English: it's a question that can be rephrased as: "what... have [I] not done?" The second part of the inverted question consists of a further question, plus an 'had' clause, which means something like "what's made me do it?" So, the meaning of the whole sentence is: What stopped her from shooting her brother? Q: How to convert datetime from a string
as yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss I have data which is generated from a legacy system which is in the following format: "2009/02/11 10:05:00" The data is of type string. I have a requirement to add the data to a table in DB, which has a datetime datatype as TIMESTAMP. I am running out of ideas on how to convert this data to this format. Basically, what I need to do is create a function which I can use to get the

datetime from the string and insert this into a table. I have checked various examples on how to convert a string into datetime using stored proc, but they don't seem to help my case. Any help will be greatly appreciated. Thanks, Srishti A: Try: DECLARE @str VARCHAR(MAX) DECL
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